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Both SSA and SDA necessitate uncued, partially informed detection and orbit determination efforts for small space objects which often produce only low strength electro-optical signatures. General frame to frame detection and tracking of objects includes methods such as moving target indicator, multiple hypothesis testing, direct track-before-detect methods, and random finite set based multi-object tracking. This paper will apply the multi-Bernoulli filter to low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), uncued detection of space objects for space domain awareness applications. The primary novel innovation in this paper is a detailed analysis of the existing state-of-the-art likelihood functions and a likelihood function, based on a binary hypothesis, previously proposed by the authors. The algorithm is tested on electro-optical imagery obtained from a variety of sensors at Georgia Tech, including the GT-SORT 0.5m Raven-class telescope, and a twenty degree field of view high frame rate CMOS sensor. In particular, a data set of an extended pass of the Hitomi Astro-H satellite approximately 3 days after loss of communication and potential break up is examined.

I. Introduction

Part of space domain awareness (SDA) is the task of maintaining sufficient knowledge of the space environment to inform decisions as they relate to space assets, national security, and commercial ventures. Space situational awareness (SSA) is the task of providing all relevant knowledge to a particular mission at a particular time [1]. This work looks to improve methods for uncued identification of objects, or identification cued with only partial or poor orbital knowledge. When considering object discovery, rate tracking is impossible and blind search of images is inefficient. Work has been done on partially cued detection but more generalized methods are needed [2], [3]. Detection algorithms for SDA should incorporate, but not require, prior knowledge in a general way. At the same time, these algorithms should allow uncued detections to be made. Finally, algorithms should incorporate all information from measured image to ensure no information is wasted. The required method should search a state space in a smart way to find low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) signals. It should be noted that this problem also has a broader impact, including detection of near earth asteroids, computer vision, and information fusion.

There are a multitude of methods for detecting and tracking low SNR space objects. Examples include multi-object filtering [4], multiple hypothesis testing [5], multi-frame matched filters [6], Track-Before-Detect, [7], Shift and add methods [8], and more. This paper presents a new method for efficiently searching through images in a sequential manner. The methods presented here are meant to compliment existing methods.

Due to the non-linear equations of motion and perturbations, general methods derived from Bayesian filtering [9] have become popular for space object tracking and orbit determination [3],[10]. Space is represented as a 6 dimension or higher state space, making such particle based filters can become computationally difficult to implement [11]. This paper instead looks at the more simple case of kinematic frame-to-frame tracking in images obtained from Electro-Optical (EO) sensors. This allows a reduced dimensionality in the state space by tracking only position and velocity in the image plane. Much work has been done on finite set statistics (FISST) based filters in the past for a variety of applications [4]. In particular, recent pushes in FISST filter theory in the field of computer vision have looked multi-target tracking in images [12], [13], [14]. This previous work operates directly on pixel data and requires no dedicated detection algorithm. Instead, per pixel information from an image is used as evidence for the existence or lack of existence of an object. Very recently, the SDA community has begun to look at FISST filters [15] and detectionless frame-to-frame tracking [14].

The main analytic problem this paper analyzes is the likelihood function used for these filters. The current state-of-the-art likelihood function is based on modeling the statistics of an image [16]. This likelihood function is not unique to this problem, but has been adapted in recent years for detectionless tracking, or tracking that does not require an explicit detection algorithm. [17]. This likelihood can be applied to moving point sources as well as complex shapes such as tracking of people [12]. A different method, based on a hypothesis test on the matched filter predicted by a particular particle to evaluate measurement likelihood, is used in this paper [18] [2]. This newer likelihood provides a series of improvements, including eliminating the requirement to predict object brightness, and a built-in way to modulate probability of false alarm. This paper shows a fundamental similarity between the two likelihoods; the only
substantial difference in the use of a hypothesis test. A simulation based analysis gives evidence for why one algorithm may be better than another in a certain situation.

This paper also applies the algorithm to data taken with the optical resources at Georgia Tech. First, the algorithm is tested on tracking geostationary orbits as they move through a sidereal stare campaign. The results illustrate the algorithms ability to blindly track space objects. The algorithm is then tested on data from a 10 degree field of view sensor mounted on a tripod. The Hitomi Astro-H Satellite experienced a spin malfunction and break up on March 26th, 2016. The data set tested observes Hitomi on March 29th, 2016, at which point the satellite has a very obvious spin, and rapidly changing brightness. The algorithm tracks through the varying light curve with no problems.

To reiterate, this paper makes the following contributions. First, state-of-the-art multi-object tracking methods for space object discovery in a series on images are presented. This paper proves that the current state-of-the-art likelihood function is inherently related to a matched filter and therefore has SNR optimality. The new likelihood function is analyzed for different noise models that can apply to electro-optical images. The previous state of the art likelihood and the new likelihood are compared to show which filter is better suited for what situations. This includes pure object discovery, search in a specific orbital regime, and search primed by previous orbital knowledge. Finally, the validation of proposed methods is presented on empirical data taken with the Georgia Tech Space Object Research Telescope.

This paper is presented as follows. Section II reviews the basics of multi-Bernoulli filtering. Section III presents a comprehensive discussion of the theoretical and quantitative aspects of the two likelihood functions. Section IV discusses specific implementation decisions made to generate the results for this paper. Section V presents the results of operating the algorithm on empirical data taken with a 0.5m raven class telescope and wide field of view sensor.

II. Multi-Bernoulli Filtering for Frame-to-Frame Tracking

A. Dynamics

Consider the standard filtering problem with discrete dynamics and measurement models

\[ x_{k+1} = f(x_k) + w \]

\[ z_k = h(x_k) + v \]

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( z \in \mathbb{R}^m \), \( w \sim f_w : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), and \( v \sim f_v : \mathbb{R}^m \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). \( x \) can be thought of as the state to be estimated, while \( z \) can be thought of as the measurements. For frame-to-frame image tracking, the measurement is a series of \( m \) pixels, \( z_k := \{z_{k,i}\}_{i=1}^m \).

B. Multi-Bernoulli Filter

This paper uses the multi-Bernoulli filter used in [17]. Various other variations of this filter, including the Labeled Multi-Bernoulli Filter [19], can be used as well. This paper’s primary focus is not on which multi-target particle filter is best, but on how to use these filters for low SNR SO detection. A brief review of the theory and application is presented for the reader’s convenience. The explanation of the Bernoulli filter starts from the single target Bayesian filtering equations [9]

\[ p(x_k|z_{k-1}) = \int p(x_k|x_{k-1})p(x_{k-1}|z_{k-1})dx_{k-1} \quad \text{(Prediction)} \]

\[ p(x_k|z_k) = \frac{p(z_k|x_k)p(x_k|z_{k-1})}{p(z_k|z_{k-1})} \quad \text{(Update)} \]

where \( z_k \) is the time series of measurements up until time step \( k \). Equation 3 is the prediction step while Equation 4 is the update step.

For the multi-object filter, \( \mathcal{X}_k \) is a random finite set (RFS) used to represent the multi-object tracking problem where the number of objects is unknown. In essence, a RFS is a set of objects represented as random vectors, but in which the number of objects itself is also a random variable. For a single Bernoulli filter, the state is modeled as a Bernoulli random finite set (BRFS). The BRFS is a special set \( \mathcal{S}_k \) containing a probability of existence, \( r_k \), and a RFS which contains 1 object with probability \( r_k \) and is empty with probability \( 1 - r_k \). The object position is described by the PDF, \( p(x_k) \). In other words, the object is described by a PDF and probability of existence shown in Equation (5).

\[ \mathcal{S}_k = \{p(x_k), r_k\} \]
The Bernoulli filter estimates the PDF with equations (3) and (4) and updates the probability of existence with update equations that can be found in [17].

A multi-Bernoulli filter is a bank of Bernoulli filters used to process the full multi-object tracking problem. The analytic prediction and update equations for a multi-target tracking scheme are

$$\pi_{k|k-1}(X_k|Z_{1:k-1}) = \int p_{k|k-1}(X_k|\mathbf{X})\pi_{k-1}(\mathbf{X}|Z_{1:k-1})d\mathbf{X}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Prediction) \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\pi_k(X_k|Z_{1:k}) = \frac{g(Z_k|X_k)\pi_{k|k-1}(X_k|Z_{1:k-1})}{\int g(Z_k|X_k)\pi_{k|k-1}(X_k|Z_{1:k-1})d\mathbf{X}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Update) \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $g(\cdot|\cdot)$ is the likelihood function, a subject of novel work in this paper. Keep in mind that these are FISST set integrals, not standard integrals, and a full explanation of the nuance in these equations is not in the scope of this paper. In essence, $\pi_k$ is similar to a PDF in that higher density means higher probability of an object existing in that area. However, $\pi_k$ does not need to integrate to 1; instead, the total mass of an area is the expected number of objects in that area.

The multi-Bernoulli filter represents the multi object state as the union of a series of BRFSs

$$X_k = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n_x} S^i_k$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

This allows the approximate implementation of a FISST filter to reduce to a series of Bernoulli filters. There are particle implementations of Bernoulli filters [20], and the union of these filters is relatively straightforward to compute. A more in depth, general analysis of FISST can be seen in [4]. The next few sections focus on applying the Multi-Bernoulli filter which operates on image frame-to-frame tracking to EO sensors tracking. The primary novel change is defining a likelihood function $g(\cdot|\cdot)$ which combines space imagery and Multi-Bernoulli filter. The likelihood function is used to update particle weights and is where a measurement function is defined. Because in images, the measurement is the whole image, special considerations should be taken to properly define this function.

III. Analysis of Likelihood Functions suitable for Detection of Space Objects

A. Statistics of an Image

This section defines the statistical models for an image that are used throughout the paper. In general there are a variety of ways to model the signal and noise an image, and this paper discusses results with respect to multiple models.

An image is made up of a series of measurements taken at the same time. In practice, each pixel is broken into some deterministic signal content and some zero mean noise of known distribution (assuming background subtraction has been performed).

$$z_i = s_i + w_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$w_i \sim \mathcal{P}(w), \ \mathbb{E}[w_i] = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $p(w)$ is some PDF or Probability Mass Function (PMF) of known form, and $i$ is an indexing denoting a particular pixel. While $z_i$ represents the $i^{th}$ pixel, this same quantity can be defined as a vector of $n$ pixels, $\mathbf{z} = [z_1 \ldots z_n]^T$. In general every scalar with subscript $i$ is assumed to belong to a vector of pixels.

The distribution of $w_i$ in Equation (9) can be arbitrary, but often is assumed to be of a specific form. A common way to model the statistics of a pixel is with a series of Poisson distributions [21]. The pixel is composed of some signal, which is Poisson distributed and referred to as shot noise, and some dark noise and read noise both of which are Poisson distributed, and can therefore be combined into one Poisson distributed random variable, $w_i$. This leads to a pixel, $z_i = s_i + w_i$, made up of signal, $s_i \sim \mathcal{P}(\lambda_{s,i})$, and noise, $w_i \sim \mathcal{P}(\lambda_{w,i})$. However, it is more convenient to redefine a background subtracted $z_i$. In this paper, background subtraction means subtraction of known statistical outliers, such as hot pixels, and the background mean [22].

$$s_i = \lambda_{s,i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$w_i \sim \{\mathcal{P}(\lambda_{w,i} + \lambda_{s,i}) - (\lambda_{w,i} + \lambda_{s,i})\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

This new definition of $z_i$ allows the problem to be posed as the sum of a deterministic signal and zero mean random noise. A Poisson distribution approaches a Gaussian distribution as the parameter, $\lambda$, increases. Values of $\lambda$ larger
than 100 are typically sufficient. If such a simplification is applicable, the following more simplified definition of $z_i$
can be used.

$$w_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \lambda_{w,i} + \lambda_{s,i})$$

(13)

Further assumptions can be made to assume the dark noise and read noise dominate the shot noise, are equivariant
in all pixels, and are independent of each other, giving

$$w_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \lambda_{w})$$

(14)

Note that in this formulation, $s_i$ is equivalent to the mean of the measurement $z_i$, which is Gaussian distributed. It
is worth noting that these measurements are taken over an integration time, of which they are functions

$$\mathcal{T} = [t_0, t_0 + t_I]$$

(15)

$$z_i = z_i(\mathcal{T})$$

(16)

While this notation is not included in this paper, timing and integration error is a further source of uncertainty in
pixels.

SNR is a measure of the amount of signal present relative to the strength of the noise and a common measure of
signal quality. The SNR for a particular pixel, $z_i$, is defined in Equation (17).

$$\text{SNR}_{pz}(z_i) = \frac{E[z_i]}{\sqrt{E[(z_i^2 - E[z_i])^2]}} = \frac{s_i}{\sigma_{w,i}}$$

(17)

In astronomy, the total pixel-to-pixel structure of an object may exist in multiple pixels, and therefore the per pixel
SNR does not fully capture the information available. Total photometric SNR for an object that exists in $n_z$ pixels
(assuming independent noise between pixels) is calculated as

$$\text{SNR}_{ph}\left(\sum z_i\right) = \frac{E[\sum z_i]}{\sqrt{E[(\sum z_i)^2 - E[\sum z_i])^2]}}$$

$$= \frac{\sum s_i}{\sqrt{\sum \sigma_{w,i}^2}}$$

$$\approx \sqrt{n_z \bar{s}_i / \sigma_w}$$

(18)

(19)

where $\bar{s}_i$ is the average signal value over the pixels being considered, and $\sigma_w$ is some approximate per pixel noise.

The two types of SNR warrant further discussion. First, neither values are any less valid for non-Gaussian distri-
butions, and in particular work equally well for Poisson distributions. Second, both methods say something different
but useful about the signal. Photometric SNR shows how well an algorithm (e.g. matched filter) should preform on
detecting an object. Pixel SNR shows how easily an object can be picked out with the naked eye. Finally, choosing
$n_z$ pixels which contain signal from an object is a nebulous concept. Typically, there are pixels which may or may
not contain signal, and especially in low SNR cases, ambiguity exists. This is an active area of research with no clear
solutions [21].

B. Matched Filters

The matched filter (MF) is an image filter which is used to define a likelihood function in this paper. The MF is
predicated on correlating a hypothesized signal structure with a series of pixels in an image. Given a state, $x$, in some
state space, there must exist a set and function, $T(x)$ and $h_i(x)$, which predict the location of an object in an image,
and the pixel values produced by the object, respectively.

$$h_i(x) = s'_i$$

(20)

$$T(x) = \{i : s'_i > 0\}$$

(21)

In other words, if an image has $n$ pixels, and there exists a hypothesized state $x$, then $T(x)$ is a list of pixels which
contain some signal given $x$, and $h_i(x)$ is the predicted value in pixel $i$ given $x$. Also note that the cardinality of
$(T(x))$ is $n_z$, which is directly related to the $n_z$ in Equation (19). These two quantities, $h_i$ and $T$, are referred to as
the template in matched filter theory. If the object has no apparent motion in an image, \( T(x) \) and \( h_i(x) \) are defined by the point spread function in the image, the flux of the photons coming off the object, and the exposure time. If the object has apparent motion, the template is generated via an integration of a moving point spread function along the dynamics. See [2] for more details.

Given the most general formulation of \( z_i \) in Equation (9), the matched filter is a linear image filter which seeks to maximize the post filter SNR. Consider an arbitrary linear filter, \( m := \{m_i\}_{i=1}^n \)

\[
z_{MF} = \sum_{i \in T(x)} m_i z_i = m^T z = m^T s + m^T w \tag{22}
\]

where \( s \) is the pure signal content and \( w \) is the pure zero mean noise content. At this point we can define the covariance matrix of \( w, \mathbf{R}_w = \mathbb{E}[ww^T] \). From matched filter theory the optimal choice for \( m \), to maximize the SNR (23) of the final result, is

\[
m = a \mathbf{R}_w^{-1} s \tag{24}
\]

where \( a \) is an arbitrary scaling parameter [23] [24].

If the underlying state \( x \) is known, then \( s = h(x) \). For a hypothesized state \( x \), then \( s = h(x) \) is still a reasonable method for testing the validity of that hypothesis, but produces a sub-optimal filter. If the noise vector \( w \) is independent and equivariant, \( \mathbf{R}_w^{-1} \) can be absorbed into the arbitrary scaling parameter, \( a \), giving \( m = as \). The matched filter makes no assumptions about the distribution of the noise. In other words, if the expected value of the measurements (\( h(x) \)) and the covariance matrix of the noise can be estimated (\( \mathbf{R}_w \)), the matched filter is SNR optimal.

The final matched filter equation for some predicted state, \( x \), and i.i.d. noise is then

\[
z_{MF} = a \sum_{i \in T(x)} h_i(x) z_i \tag{25}
\]

C. Likelihood Ratio

The current established likelihood function for tracking point sources in images is a likelihood ratio [17], [16]. This has already been used in SO tracking [14].

Each pixel is assumed to belong to one of two distributions, depending on whether the pixel is predicted to have signal.

\[
p(z_i | \mathbf{x}) = \begin{cases} \psi_i(z_i) & i \in T(x) \\ \phi_i(z_i) & i \notin T(x) \end{cases} \tag{26}
\]

Commonly assumed distribution for \( \psi \) and \( \phi \) is

\[
\phi(z_i) = \mathcal{N}(z_i; 0, \sigma^2) \tag{27}
\]

\[
\psi(z_i, \mathbf{x}) = \mathcal{N}(z_i; h_i(\mathbf{x}), \sigma^2) \tag{28}
\]

where \( \mathcal{N}(\cdot; \mu, \sigma^2) \) is a Gaussian with mean \( \mu \) and variance \( \sigma^2 \). Note that this method does not rely on a Gaussian assumption. Like the matched filter, this method should work for any distributions that can be properly modeled. The total likelihood for the entire filter is then

\[
g(z | \mathcal{X}_k) = \left( \prod_{x_i \in \mathcal{X}_k} \prod_{i \in T(x_i)} \psi_i (z_i, x_k) \right) \left( \prod_{i \notin T(x_k)} \phi_i (z_i) \right) \tag{29}
\]

The total likelihood is a quantity used in multi-target filters. The per pixel likelihood is calculated as the product of relative likelihoods of a pixel belonging to either the distribution in Equation (26).

\[
g_z(\mathbf{x}) = \prod_{i \in T(x)} \frac{\psi(z_i, \mathbf{x})}{\phi(z_i)} \tag{30}
\]

The probability of existence update is formulated with the same relative likelihood. This likelihood function is general enough to work for the case of arbitrary point tracking.

The current likelihood function, in the case of Gaussian noise, is nothing more than the ratio of the measured matched filter result tested against a zero mean and assumed variance.
Lemma III.1. Using the definition of \( z_i \) in Equation (14), the likelihood ratio defined in Equation (30) can be rewritten as a likelihood ratio of the result of a matched filter.

Proof. Using the definition of a Gaussian PDF

\[
g_z(x) = \prod_{i \in T(x)} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(z_i - s_i)^2} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(z_i - 0)^2} = \prod_{i \in T(x)} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(z_i^2 - 2z_is_i + s_i^2)} e^{\frac{1}{2}s_i^2} = e^{\sum (z_is_i - \frac{1}{2}s_i^2)}
\]

Next, define the following constant scaling parameter as the root sum square of the per pixel photometric intensity.

\[
\alpha = \sqrt{\sum_{i \in T(x)} s_i^2}
\]

Recalling the matched filter defined in Equation (22), the likelihood ratio becomes,

\[
g_z(x) = e^{\sum (z_is_i - \frac{1}{2}s_i^2)} = e^{\frac{z_{MF}}{\alpha^2} \alpha^2 + \left( 1 - \frac{z_{MF}}{\alpha^2} \right)^2} = e^{\frac{z_{MF}}{\alpha^2} \alpha^2 + \left( \frac{z_{MF}}{\alpha^2} \alpha^2 \right)^2 - \frac{z_{MF}}{\alpha^2} \alpha^2} = e^{\frac{z_{MF}}{\alpha^2} \alpha^2}
\]

Note the identical form between Equations (31) and (33).

Note that the quantity \( z_{MF}/\alpha \) is a scaled matched filter result with an expected value of \( \alpha \). The likelihood ratio is therefore a comparison of the matched filter result on the true signal and pure noise.

The primary difficulty in using this canonical likelihood ratio is the required estimate of the photometric root mean square of the pixel intensities. In space object tracking, and especially in object discovery, the actual photon flux coming off a space object is difficult or impossible to know before a detection is made. Conversely, with a good estimate of a point spread function, the relative photometric intensities between the pixel values can be predicted; this is only dependent on the dynamics and point spread function. The relative likelihood cannot be correctly computed without the expected signal values in each pixel. Previous efforts to implement this likelihood estimate the mean of the signal [14]. However, the matched filter is invariant to an arbitrary scaling parameter; the SNR gain is optimal so long as the expected relative values are correct. Because of this, the matched filter can be used to define a likelihood function which doesn’t need a photon flux estimation.

D. Hypothesis Test Likelihood

This paper proposes a new likelihood function for detectionless multi-Bernoulli filters based on a hypothesis test on the matched filter. Such a likelihood function has been used for a general particle filter [25].

Similar to the already shown likelihood function, the measured signal is assumed to be zero mean noise and predicted signal \( h_i(x) \) in a series of pixels \( T(x) \). The matched filter is the the weighted sum of the measured pixels, \( z_i \), weighted by the predicted values, \( h_i(x) \), shown in Equation (25). Under an arbitrary distribution of \( w_i \) assumed in Equation (9), the distribution of \( z_{MF} \) can be calculated.

\[
p_{MF} = p_{h_1(x)z_1} * p_{h_2(x)z_2} * \ldots * p_{h_n(x)z_n}
\]

where * represents the convolution operator. This can be difficult to calculate for arbitrary complex distributions, but is possible.

Because the noise, \( w_i \), is assumed to be mean zero, if the predicted region contains no signal, \( s_i = 0 \ \forall \ i \in T(x) \), the resulting distribution is mean zero.

\[
E[z_{MF}|s_i = 0] = a \sum_{i \in T(x)} h_i(x) E[w_i] = 0
\]
By a similar argument, if there is signal content in the pixels on which the matched filter operates, the result has a mean greater than zero. If the matched filter operates with a perfect template, the distribution has a known expected value.

\[
\mathbb{E}[z_{MF}|s_i = h_i(x_{true})] = a \sum_{i \in T(x)} h_i(x) h_i(x_{true}) = a \alpha^2
\]  

(36)

Note that \(a \alpha^2\) is typically not achieved in particle filtering, due to the random nature of particle sampling. The matched filter, \(z_{MF}\), can be assumed to exist in one of two distributions

\[
\tilde{\phi}_{MF}(z) = p_{MF}(z; 0)
\]  

(37)

\[
\tilde{\psi}_{MF}(z; \beta) = p_{MF}(z; \beta), \beta > 0
\]  

(38)

where the distribution \(p_{MF}(z; \beta)\) has an expected value of \(\beta\) and is otherwise an arbitrary PDF calculated in Equation (34). These distributions in Equations (26) and (38) are mirrors of each other; Equation (26) defines the two possible distributions for a pixel given signal or no signal, while Equation (38) defines the two possible distributions for a matched filter given signal or no signal.

Recall that the Equation (25) assumes that noise is i.i.d., which is violated by shot noise which explicitly dependent on the magnitude of the signal. Because signal magnitude is unknown, shot noise must either be estimated or ignored. Typically, for low SNR signals, shot noise is dominated by other noise sources and can be ignored. If estimated, it will require calculation of the covariance matrix \(R_w\) in Equation (24). This is a limitation of the current method.

Next, the following null and alternate hypotheses for a binary hypothesis test are defined

\[
H_0 : z \sim \tilde{\phi}(z)
\]

\[
H_1 : z \sim \tilde{\psi}(z; \beta); \beta = z_{MF}
\]  

(39)

In essence, this test assumes no signal content in the pixels defined by \(T(x)\), and asks whether the measurement gives significant evidence of underlying signal (mean of matched filter greater than zero). For binary hypothesis testing, a probability of false alarm is set, \(p_{FA}\), which in turn defines an integration threshold, \(z_{TH}\), based on the null hypothesis cumulative density function (CDF).

\[
p_{FA} = \int_{z_{TH}}^{\infty} \tilde{\phi}(z)dz
\]  

(40)

A probability of detection can be calculated with the following integral.

\[
p_{D} = \int_{z_{TH}}^{\infty} \tilde{\psi}(z)dz
\]  

(41)

To calculate this probability of detection, the arbitrary distribution \(p(z; \beta)\) in Equation (39) must be known. For more on binary hypothesis testing, see [26]. This hypothesis test determines if there is significant evidence that the predicted signal exists in the predicted location. Because the matched filter gives a SNR gain, this test should maximize \(p_{D}\), though an explicit proof of this claim has not yet been shown.

The probability of existence update can also be formulated in terms of the matched filter. The relative likelihood can be calculated from the two distributions in Equation (38). This leads to the particle-wise relative likelihood

\[
g_z(x) = \frac{\tilde{\psi}(z_{MF})}{\tilde{\phi}(z_{MF})}
\]  

(42)

This backtracking to a relative likelihood is necessary for the probability of existence update, which does not operate correctly without a relative likelihood. The actual test distributions of \(z_{MF}\), \(\tilde{\phi}(z)\) and \(\tilde{\psi}(z)\), are not trivial to calculate in general. If \(z_i\) is assumed to be Gaussian distributed as shown in Equation (14), and the noise is again assumed to be i.i.d., \(z_{MF}\) is distributed as

\[
\text{Var}[z_{MF}] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \left( a \sum_{i \in T(x)} h_i(x) w_i \right)^2 \right] = a^2 \sigma_w^2 \sum_{i \in T(x)} h_i^2(x)
\]

\[
z_{MF} \sim \mathcal{N}(\alpha^2, a^2 \alpha^2 \sigma_w^2)
\]  

(43)
where $\alpha$ is defined in Equation (32). Recalling Equation (24), the matched filter has an arbitrary scaling parameter, $a$. First, in preprocessing, an image can be scaled by $1/\sigma_w$ to reduce the variance in each pixel to 1. If the value $a = 1/\alpha$ is chosen, the variance is reduced to 1. Alternatively, a factor of $1/\sigma_w$ can be inserted into $a$, rather than in preprocessing. Recall that the expected value in Equation (43) can only be achieved with a perfect template, which is typically not the case. Regardless, the test distributions in this special case become

$$\tilde{\phi}_{MF}(z) = N(z; 0, 1)$$
$$\tilde{\psi}_{MF}(z) = N(z; \beta, 1), \ 0 < \beta \leq \alpha$$

For Poisson distributed $z_i$ as seen in Equation (11), Equation (38) will take one of two forms. If the expected value of the Poisson distribution is small, the test distributions are two discrete PMFs. If the expected value is high enough, the test distributions become approximately Gaussian.

For a Poisson distribution, it is easy to show

$$w_i \sim \lambda^k e^{-\lambda}/k!, \ k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \implies c_1 w_1 - c_2 \sim \lambda^{(k+c_2)/c_1} e^{-\lambda}/((k+c_2)/c_1)!; \ k = -c_2, c_1 - c_2, 2c_1 - c_2, 3c_1 - c_2 \ldots$$

The random variable $c_1 w_1 - c_2$ has a PMF with mass locations dependent on the scalars $c_1$ and $c_2$. The matched filter, $z_{MF}$, can be represented by a PMF, because it is a weighted sum of discrete random variables with known PMFs. While Poisson random variables technically have infinite permutations, for sufficiently low values of $\lambda$, sufficient mass can be captured with a computationally bounded number of permutations.

This method of permutations can be used to exactly calculate the PMF in Equation (38), and evaluate the hypothesis test. The number of permutations grows proportionately with the cardinality of $T(x)$, and the Poisson parameter of the noise $\lambda$. When not computationally restrictive, the permutations of the PMF should be used to evaluate the hypothesis test; otherwise, a Gaussian approximation can be used. This motivates the following Lemma.

**Lemma III.2.** For a series of Poisson distributed random variables, $w_i \sim \mathcal{P}(\lambda_i)$, the random variable $z_{MF} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i w_i$ is approximately Gaussian for sufficiently high values of either $\lambda_i$ or $m$.

**Proof.** First, the mean and variance of $z$ is

$$E[z_{MF}] = \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \lambda_i$$
$$\sigma^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i^2 \lambda_i$$

Next we must define a new random variable, which is just the matched filter normalized by its mean and standard deviation.

$$z_{MF} - E[z_{MF}] = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i w_i - \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \lambda_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i^2 \lambda_i}}$$

It is convenient to also define $w_i' = w_i/\lambda_i$ so that $E[w_i'] = 1$ for the next part of this proof.

$$z_{MF} - E[z_{MF}] = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \lambda_i w_i' - \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \lambda_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i^2 \lambda_i}}$$
Next, we need to simply send all the Poisson parameter to be sufficiently high, \( \lambda_i \to \infty \forall i \). This implies that all \( \lambda_i \) are approximately equal to \( \lambda \) which gives the following form

\[
\frac{z_{MF} - \mathbb{E}[z_{MF}]}{\sigma} = \sqrt{\lambda} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i w_i - \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \right)
\]

By the central limit theorem, this random variable becomes a standard normal random variable. Similarly,

\[
\frac{z_{MF} - \mathbb{E}[z_{MF}]}{\sigma} = \sqrt{\frac{m}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i^2 \lambda_i}} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i w \frac{m}{c_i} - \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \lambda \frac{m}{c_i} \right)
\]

which again, by the central limit theorem approaches a normal random variable as \( m \to \infty \).

This lemma has the following implications. As a signal is spread out over more pixels, either through a long streaking object or a large PSF, the hypothesis distributions should approach Gaussian. Additionally, as the photometric magnitude increases, the hypothesis distribution will approach Gaussian. In testing, the Gaussian approximation appears to be appropriate in most situations.

### E. Qualitative Comparison of Likelihoods

To test the effectiveness of these two methods, the following Monte Carlo analysis is shown. The noise model is additive zero mean Gaussian, as in Equation (14), and the signal shape is assumed to be perfectly known. Each likelihood function is tested on an image containing signal with a perfect matched filter (no error in template or total magnitude), giving \( g_{s+w} \). Each likelihood function is also tested on an image containing no signal, only noise, giving \( g_{0+w} \). Because a Bernoulli filter uses a PDF, all particles are normalized each frame. Because of this, only the relative value between the two likelihoods affects the performance of the filter. To evaluate the performance of each likelihood function, a likelihood gain is calculated, \( \frac{g_{s+w}}{g_{0+w}} \).

The likelihood gain is calculated for both filters over a variety of SNR values. It is also calculated over a variety of errors in predicted signal strength for the likelihood ratio function, and a variety of probability of false alarm values for the hypothesis test likelihood function. Each likelihood gain is calculated over 10,000 test runs, and a mean and variance of the likelihood gain are calculated.

Figures 1a and 1b show the shape of the gain with respect to the two variables of interest. The hypothesis test likelihood function can achieve higher gain values with a diminishing probability of false alarm, but at the expense of increased variance. Figures 2a and 2b show the shape of the variance with respect to the two variables of interest, which appears to vary directly with gain. Figure 3 gives the best reason for why the new likelihood is better; while variance in gain is high, the new method preforms better at low SNR.

### IV. Implementation Notes

#### A. Multi-Bernoulli Filter Birth Model

As the Multi-Bernoulli filter runs, multiple single Bernoulli filters run in parallel. New Bernoulli filters, sampled from a birth model, \( \Gamma \), are constantly added into the system to promote exploration of the state space. Though the birth model is not a focus of this paper, a review of some options will be briefly presented See [27] for more information.

The most basic birth model is a completely uniform distribution, over the considered state space. A more advanced birth model can enforce a series of constraints in the form of sets of possible states, with a uniform distribution used on this constrained space. More advanced methods can define a non uniform PDF either a priori, or with a learning algorithm [20].
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Figure 3. Likelihood gain comparison between methods
The first advanced birth model that can be used is based on partial prior knowledge, such as an admissible region, or prior PDF. These prior models can be sampled either as a uniform distribution of the set of all possible orbits, or directly from a prior PDF. In the case of a prior in the full orbit state space, these sampled particles can then be projected into the reduced image state space. See [2] for more details about propagation and projection of particles. This paper focuses on when prior knowledge is not available, so this topic is not explored further in this paper.

In tracking with no prior information, two basic constraints are possible. First, a minimum number of timesteps in which the object is in a sensors field of view an be used to upper bound velocity. Second, orbital mechanics can be used to lower bound velocity based on assuming non ballistic trajectories. These topics are explored in detail in [2].

Finally, regions of state space can be hypothesized to further constrain the problem. If observations are taken with the intention of looking for a particular class of space objects, this may imply only certain trajectories through the field of view are possible, allowing explicit constraints on the birth model. One of the results of this paper, looking at geostationary objects, compares uniform birth model with a model that assumes low inclination orbits, with the latter performing better. Any assumptions on the orbit will come at the cost of failing to track objects not within the assumed model.

B. Multi-Bernoulli Filter Implementation Notes
This section outlines specific heuristics and design choices used for the Bernoulli filter in order to help it converge. The major heuristic edit was added to avoid multiple filters converging on a single object. The assumption is made that the probability of multiple objects existing in the same place at the same time is zero. This assumption is not a novel innovation of this paper [17]. Based on this assumption, the likelihood function for each Bernoulli filter is set to zero in the area around every other Bernoulli filter’s maximum a posteriori estimate from the previous iteration. Once one Bernoulli filter is tracking one object with good accuracy, this assumption makes it impossible for other filters to track the same object. However, this assumption can lead to some instability when multiple filters are trying to track one object, but none are tracking accurately enough to zero out the correct pixels in the likelihood calculation. This can also lead to problems when multiple tracks overlap, as this is the exact case that breaks the given assumption.

The Multi-Bernoulli filter is started with only 1 filter running. Every three iterations, a new Bernoulli filter is added (sampled entirely from the birth model) and all Bernoulli filters below a probability of existence of 0.05 are deactivated. The first assumption in this section, when combined with too many filters, leads to filter competition which hurts convergence. The gradual addition of Bernoulli filters allows each new filter to have time to search for a new object without competition. The relatively small number of simultaneous filters keep computation time manageable.

The state space chosen for frame to frame tracking is a 2 dimensional in image position and velocity. The state, \( x \), is modeled as position and velocity, in the frame, measured in pixels.

\[
x = [x, y, \dot{x}, \dot{y}]^T
\]

The dynamics chosen for frame to frame tracking are a simple double integrator.

\[
x_{k+1} = \begin{bmatrix} I_{2 \times 2} & I_{2 \times 2} \Delta t \\ 0_{2 \times 2} & I_{2 \times 2} \end{bmatrix} x_k + v \quad (54)
\]

\[
v \sim \mathcal{N}(0, Q) \quad (55)
\]

The process noise for the dynamics uses a covariance matrix of \( \text{diag}([5, 5, 1, 1]^T) \), measured in pixels and pixels/second.

Because of computational restriction, the Bernoulli filter typically cannot fully sample the state space, as defined by the birth model. Particles randomly sampled from a birth model near the true space object in position space typically don’t have the correct velocity state, due to particle impoverishment. By artificially inflating the dynamics covariance, state space exploration is encouraged. This leads to better state space exploration and convergence for Bernoulli filters, but worse final tracks generated by the algorithm. There is a trade off which is not further explored in this paper.

The filters typically use 20,000 particles per Bernoulli filter. The filters typically perform well for this number of particles, and computation times are bearable for implementation on a person laptop.

V. Empirical Data Results
A. Geostationary Object, small Field of View
This section presents the validation of the multi-Bernoulli filter on real telescope data. The data was taken by GT-SORT, a 0.5m Raven-class telescope located at Georgia Tech. The field of view is approximately 14 by 11 (arc
minutes). The sensor has a resolution of 2736 by 2192 pixels. This specific data set was taken by performing sidereal stare on a region known to contain GEO objects. Images were taken with 1 second exposures, at a rate of approximately 1 image every 1.6 seconds. Twenty five consecutive images are used for these results. Over the twenty five images, an GEO object starts in the center of the image and eventually exits at the bottom of the image. A second object enters from the top of the image for 12 frames. The zero inclination GEO orbit plane runs approximately vertical through the image. The PSF is estimated from a bright star in the image, and assumed to be invariant between frames and location in the image. Two different birth models are used. The first birth model uses the estimated velocity of a zero inclination geostationary object, to better capture expected objects. The second birth model uses the estimated velocity of a any geostationary object, but doesn’t assume a direction of motion. This second birth model is the equivalent of circular geostationary altitude orbits with no assumed inclination.

Using Equations (17) and (18), the per pixel and total photometric SNRs of this object can be estimated from the images. The per pixel SNR is approximately 0.18, while the total photometric SNR is approximately 6.9. These values should be taken as rough estimates; for objects of 0.18 per pixel SNR, noise is pervasive, and it is difficult to determine which pixels contain signal. Figure A shows the zoomed in point spread of the object.

![Image of object tracks](image)

**Figure 4. Object tracks overlayed on image. 2192 by 2736 pixels. Assumed heading birth model.**

The resulting two tracks for the assumed heading birth model are plotted over an image from the data set in Figure 4. Similarly, the results for the no assumed heading birth model are plotted over an image from the data set in Figure 5. When a Bernoulli filter is initialized, due to particle impoverishment and the inherent randomness of the system, the maximum a posteriori estimate randomly moves around the image. Both estimates are random location in the image for a few frames before the Bernoulli filters converge; this is normal behavior. This is due to the low signal SNR; noise randomly mimics object signal enough to cause random hits occasionally, but the true object signal also follows the dynamic model, allowing convergence. There are also around 5 other Bernoulli filters operating in parallel, which are not shown, due to lack of significant convergence. Stars in the images are inertially fixed from frame to frame. The stars are detected in preprocessing and zeroed out in the image. Stars may appear to have a vertical oblong shape; this is due to a combination of vibrations in the telescope mount, wind buffeting, and atmospheric turbulence. The objects appear somewhere between 8 or 9 arcminutes apart in the images.
Figure 5. Object tracks overlayed on image. 2192 by 2736 pixels. No assumed heading birth model.

Figure 6. Object size and signal strength.
B. Tumbling Low Earth Orbit, Wide Field of View

On the 26th of March, 2016, the Hitomi Astro-H spacecraft lost communication with the ground and experienced a break up due to what is though to be an unstable spin rate. On the 29th of March, 2016, a series of images was taken with a wide filed of view sensor of the Hitomi as it passed over the Georgia Tech Observatory. The sensor has a field of view of about 20 degrees, and a resolution of 1024 by 1280 pixels. The object is seen for about 26 frames, over which large variations in photometric magnitude are observed, as the object tumbles. Because observations were taken multiple days after the breakup, no debris object were seen in the images. Figure 7 shows the observed track laid over a sample image. The space object total photometric SNR variations over the iterations is shown in Figure 8. The minimum total photometric SNR is 1.5, while the total photometric SNR falls below 3 for at most three consecutive iterations. Star identification has been performed for this data set with the open source astrometry.net algorithm.

Filter performance is not hampered by object signal variations. Object probability of existence converges to 1 after approximately 3 iterations, and never decreases. This example highlights an important property of the hypothesis test likelihood: variations in brightness do not affect performance at all, because no approximation of photometric brightness is required.

![Figure 7. Track of Hitomi Astro-H. Triangle is beginning of track.](image1)

![Figure 8. SNR variations of Hitomi Astro-H over observation.](image2)
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